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1 Introduction

In the past years, competitiveness concerns have ascended high on the agenda of national governments and of the EU. One observer states that ‘the necessity of competitiveness has been hammered home by governments, corporations, and the media to the point that it is taken for granted, a fact of life that is so obvious that we unthinkingly acquiesce to its dictates’ (Rinehart 1995: 14). Growing economies like those of Asia and the US are perceived as major challenges, as are internal trends such as an ageing Europe and high rates of unemployment. As a consequence, in order to boost growth and jobs, many states attempt to tackle seeming strains on the competitiveness of their key industries and their economies as a whole. Social and environmental policies are among those strains perceived to have obstructive effects on competitiveness. However, the assumption that such policies impact negatively on competitiveness and on growth in general is contentious to say the least.

Major impulses to the debate on competitiveness have come from the European level. Defining the Lisbon Strategy in 2000, the European Union aimed to address the challenge of enhancing economic growth and at the same time fostering social inclusion. The Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS), which was adopted at the EU’s Gothenburg Council 2001, added to the Lisbon commitments an environmental dimension and claimed to build an umbrella for tackling in an integrated way economic, social and environmental sustainability. With the 2005 mid-term review of the Lisbon Strategy and its emphasis on growth and jobs, however, the aimed at balance of the three Lisbon pillars was given up. Since then, social and environmental policies in the European Union have come under rising pressure. Increasingly, they need to be legitimized by emphasizing that they can add to – or at least do not harm – competitiveness. As a consequence, the Lisbon Strategy threatens to sideline both the environmental and the social component of the EU’s Sustainable Development Strategy, despite the political boost the SDS received in its 2006 review.

This paper aims at providing introductory information for all those who are interested in the topic but have not yet been confronted to a greater extent with the scientific background to it. Many citizens, members of social movements and civil society organisations are concerned about the potential impacts of the competitiveness discourse and the resulting policies on the social and environmental realm. While their expertise lies in the social and environmental areas, they are often not familiar with the competitiveness discourse and its snares. There is also substantial terminological and conceptual confusion in this discourse which sometimes even seems to be promoted deliberately. In this context, the paper may serve as a background paper. We will first explain the basic terms and concepts of the discourse: competitiveness, but also innovation and sustainability (Chapter 2). What does competitiveness mean at the firm, industry and national level, and what is its relation to innovation and sustainability? In Chapter 3, we will portray core arguments on the relation between the three concepts, drawing on traditional and new trade theory as well as the Porter hypothesis and on insights from ecological and evolutionary economics. For each of the sections, we will indicate both relevant primary sources (in footnotes) and useful additional reading as it is available on the internet (in boxes).

This toolkit is one of the outcomes of the project ‘Competitive, Innovative and Sustainable (CIS) Europe’, which was financed by resources of the executive board of Öko-Institut and the Zukunftserbe Foundation. A complementary outcome is the discussion paper ‘Competitiveness for Sustainability – Positions and Perspectives’, which is available online at www.oeko.de.

---

1 This tendency has manifested itself in the redesign of the EU’s Thematic Strategies on the Environment, particularly the marine, soils and resources strategies as well as the air-pollution strategy and the greener cities strategy.
What are we talking about?

The purpose of this chapter is to present and explain the core concepts at the heart of the debate: competitiveness, innovation and sustainability. These terms are often used in different contexts, meaning different things to different people. In this chapter we will therefore give brief overviews of important definitions and concepts; the focus will be on the concept of competitiveness. In Chapter 3, we will then discuss the interactions between the three concepts, as a basis for a more systematic understanding of the causal relationship of competitiveness, innovation and sustainability.

2.1 Competitiveness

The concept of competitiveness is rather complex. Much of its opaqueness stems from the fact that the term is used at different levels of aggregation, leading to different meanings as well as different indicators. We will introduce separately the concepts of competitiveness at the level of products, business units and firms (micro level), at industry (meso) and national or regional (macro) level. We will also point out how competitiveness is measured at the respective levels.

2.1.1 The level of products, business units and firms

Competitiveness at firm level is commonly defined as the ability or capacity of companies to compete, and sometimes more specifically as the ability to compete ‘in international markets, with a satisfactory rate of return’ (OECD 2001: 28).

Structurally, this ability is shaped by the ‘various aspects of corporate organization that command the effectiveness of industrial R&D and other innovation-related investments’.\textsuperscript{2} Strategically, companies may strive to build competitive advantage over their rivals through cost leadership – i.e. producing cheaper than the competitors – or through product differentiation – i.e. offering a product with specific features or at a high quality. In the medium or long term, a competitive advantage also requires the ability to learn and innovate. Finally, companies may also gain competitive advantages by shaping the framework conditions under which they operate, including the market and regulatory frameworks.

The above definitions suggest various ways in which competitiveness at the firm level can be measured. In practice, indicators on the firm’s input side include financial, physical and human capital, R&D expenditure, or stock to turnover ratios. On the output side, the indicators employed encompass profitability, market share, export performance, firm growth, comparative international or relative national productivity performance, and patents.

The firm is often described as being the most obvious level to which the concept of competitiveness can be applied. It is firms which compete with one another in the market place and Porter argues that ‘an economy can not be competitive unless companies operating there are competitive, whether they are domestic firms or subsidiaries of foreign companies’ (Porter 2002). Some authors furthermore break down the concept of competitiveness to the individual business unit and product level: ‘The competitiveness of firms is not a global measure. For multiple-product companies it is particularly difficult to evaluate competitiveness at firm level. Rather, it makes

\textsuperscript{2} These include among others the successful management of production flows and raw material; effective integration of market planning, formal R&D, design, engineering and industrial manufacture; successful supply chain management; and measures to enhance employees’ skills, see OECD 1992: 239.
more sense to evaluate a firm’s competitiveness at the level of its business units or product categories (Belz 1995).

2.1.2 The industry level

Competitiveness at industry level is understood by mainstream economic literature as the ability to compete, particularly in international markets, with satisfactory rates of return (OECD 2001: 28). Porter/van der Linde specify that ‘The proper definition of competitiveness at the aggregate level is the average productivity of industry or the value created per unit of labour and per dollar of capital invested’ (Porter/Van der Linde 1995: 98).

Indicators used for measuring industry competitiveness include among others a sector’s growth, its profitability, employment and productivity. Productivity is commonly defined as a ratio of a volume measure of output to a volume measure of input use. Broadly, productivity measures can be classified as single factor productivity measures (relating a measure of output to a single measure of input) or as multifactor productivity measures (relating a measure of output to a bundle of inputs) (OECD 2001: 11). The measures most frequently used to represent the productivity of an industry are labour and capital productivity, either based on gross output or value added.

When looking at the impact of public policies on competitiveness, it is often argued that it is more informative to explore industry than firm level competitiveness. This is because a competitive advantage that an individual firm may gain as a result of the public policy is often realised at the expense of competitors. At industry level, however, impacts by public (e.g. environmental or sustainability) policies on competitiveness may be assessed in an aggregated way and in comparison to other industries either within the same country or the same industry in another country.

2.1.3 The national level

In the political debate, the competitiveness concept most often addressed is that of the national level (frequently denominated as ‘international’, ‘national’ or ‘economic competitiveness’). So what is commonly described as ‘national’ competitiveness? Porter distinguishes between (a) an understanding of competitiveness as a country’s share of world markets for its products (‘market share view’), and (b) a productivity oriented understanding of competitiveness (Porter 2002: 5).

(a) The ‘market share’ view of competitiveness is based on an interpretation of national competitiveness as a zero-sum game, with each country gaining at the expense of others. Bill Clinton, for example, held that each nation is ‘like a big corporation competing in the global marketplace’, implying that the United States and Europe are competitors in the same way as Coca Cola and Pepsi. The OECD describes a nation’s competitiveness as ‘the degree to which it can, under free and fair market conditions, produce goods and services which meet the test of the international markets, while simultaneously maintaining and expanding the incomes of its people over the longer term’ (OECD 1990: 9). The ‘market share’ view, which is also held by economists representing traditional or strategic trade theory, frequently links competitiveness to trade flows.

3 Emphasis in original.
(b) Many critics, however, stress that competition of such a zero-sum kind does not exist between nations. US economist Paul Krugmann, for example, points out some crucial differences in the competition between economies and firms: above all, a country that loses its competitiveness does not go out of business. Also, nations are not able to externalise social and environmental costs to the same degree as companies in order to increase their ‘efficiency’. These discrepancies make competitiveness a somewhat elusive concept at national level. What’s more, ‘if Pepsi is successful, it tends to be at Coke’s expense. But the major industrial countries, while they sell products that compete with each other, are also each other’s main export markets and each other’s main suppliers of useful imports. If the European economy does well, it need not be at US expense; indeed, if anything a successful European economy is likely to help the US economy by providing it with larger markets and selling its goods of superior quality at lower prices’ (Krugman 1994: 34). At the same time, foreign-owned firms that produce and do research in Europe contribute to European welfare, not only to that of the country where they are originally headquartered (Strange 1998: 101-114). While the ‘market share’ view of national competitiveness stresses a country’s performance on international markets, critics like Paul Krugman or Michael Porter are convinced that a ‘country’s standard of living depends almost entirely on its own domestic performance, and not how it performs relative to other countries’ (Porter 1990: 71). Consequently, domestic performance can best be expressed in the form of productivity measures of an economy – thus lending the name to the concept of ‘productivity-based view’.

Indicators for economy-wide competitiveness differ according to the underlying assumptions. The ‘market share’ view with its emphasis on international competition refers among others to trade flows, net exports, and countries’ shares of the world market. Proponents of the ‘productivity view’ obviously use productivity as main indicator. Productivity can be measured by the value of goods and services produced per unit of the nation’s human, capital and natural resources. It depends both on the value of a nation’s products, measured by the prices they can command in open markets, and the efficiency by which they can be produced. Other indicators include growth, employment, market share or profitability. More complex and compound indicators are used by the World Economic Forum (WEF). Its annual Global Competitiveness Report (WEF 2006) evaluates the economic competitiveness of a large sample of countries. For the analysis, it uses two complementary approaches: the Growth Competitiveness Index (GCI) is to grasp the macro-economic dimension of a nation’s competitiveness by assessing the capacity of an economy to achieve sustained growth in terms of GDP per capita over the next five years. It uses component indexes reflecting a) the level of a country’s technological readiness; b) the state of public institutions; and c) quality of the macroeconomic environment. The GCI has been complemented by the Business Competitiveness Index (BCI), which covers microeconomic factors in order to assess the aggregated ability of firms to create valuable goods and services using efficient methods. The BCI specifically measures a) the sophistication of company operations and strategy, and b) the quality of the overarching national business environment in which they are operating. All (sub-) indexes used by the WEF are calculated on the basis of both ‘hard’ data and survey data. In summary, it can be stated that the comparison of national competitiveness that is conducted on the basis of absolute numbers entails questionable results. Comparing growth and/or change rates of these absolute numbers delivers more credible results in as far as the set of indicators used during the comparison remains equal throughout the enquiry period.
Applying the concept of competitiveness to national (or regional/European) level is highly contentious. In addition to the conceptual objections raised by Krugman, Porter and the like, there are methodological and political concerns. National competitiveness is a highly complex aggregate of the varying levels of competitiveness of individual firms and industries. The use of general equilibrium models often holds the danger that results are not very robust when model parameters are slightly changed. Furthermore, the evaluations depend to a large extent on the set of indicators used to analyse national competitiveness and therefore judgement and rankings of the world’s most competitive countries vary from one measurement to the next. When it comes to assessing the impacts that (sustainability) policies have on competitiveness, however, the OECD describes the national economy as the most preferred level of analysis: ‘When evaluating a particular policy, the effects on the economy as a whole should be considered, not just the effects of individual sectors. With all policy reforms, there are likely to be winners and losers in the short term. These impacts can be addressed through flanking measures […] but their existence should not hamper the realisation of the longer-term economy-wide environmental and economic efficiency benefits that can be achieved through implementing the policy changes’ (OECD 2004: 20). Still, it is likely to remain a big challenge to the research community to distinguish the effects of one policy (e.g. REACH) from another policy (e.g. pension reform) on the aggregated level of the national economy. Different policies may either thwart each other or be synergetic.

Other observers reject the debate on nation level competitiveness in particular on grounds of its expected political implications and effects on state governance. Fougner points out that against the backdrop of globalisation talk, the debate on international competitiveness has shifted from how governments can support ‘national’ companies to export and invest abroad, to how states can attract investors. While in the first case, firms were the main subject of competition, it is now the state itself that competes – it competes with other states for mobile capital and firms. He underscores that ‘the primary governmental problem on the part of state authorities is no longer to make firms more competitive, but to make the state itself more competitive’ (Fougner 2006: 175). Hirsch warns that such competition among nation states makes governments susceptible to industry ‘blackmail’ (Hirsch 1998). It results in a far-reaching transformation of the state and in a shift of public expenditure burdens to blue and white collar employees; to counter the ensuing social inequality governments among others employ repressive measures. Critics also caution against treating the problem of international competitiveness as one that is seemingly ‘given’ or ‘natural’ and that states cannot but attend to.

---

4 Own emphasis.
2.2 Innovation

Innovations can provide firms with a competitive edge. Innovation can be understood as the process of introducing and exploiting a new idea, of developing and exploiting on the market new products and services. Innovations may be technical, institutional, or cognitive, and they may induce changes ranging from incremental to radical (Freeman/Perez 1988). Different types of innovation can be distinguished. To illustrate, we will give some examples from the environmental realm.⁵

- **Product or service innovation** involves the introduction of a new good or service which differs in terms of functional characteristics, technical abilities, ease of use, durability, or other dimensions such as biological inputs, toxic or environmental qualities. Service innovations may substitute physical products and reduce resource use.

- **Process innovation** is the implementation of a new or improved production or delivery method. These include end-of-pipe/filter technologies as well as integrated technologies by which processes and possibly products are redesigned to reduce waste, material and energy inputs as well as environmental impacts (resource-/eco-efficiency).

- **System innovations** go beyond product and process innovations. They comprise the introduction of complex system products such as the fuel cell or new product-service-systems. The latter combine physical products with sharing- and leasing models that contribute to an intensification and prolongation of product use. System innovations may also relate to more encompassing transformations in systems of provision such as electricity, transport, or agriculture.

- **Organizational innovation** involves the creation of new business practices or ways to run an organization. Environmental management systems (e.g. EMAS, ISO 14000) constitute well-known organizational innovations. In firms, organizational innovations can be said to include marketing innovations, i.e. new marketing methods that improve product packaging, product promotion or pricing.

- **Policy innovations** are public policies that are new to the setting in which they are being adopted. With regard to environmental policies, policy-makers may innovate on the bio-physical subject matter they tackle (e.g. waste water, soil, greenhouse gas emissions), the instruments they employ (standards, eco labels, green taxes, environmental impact assessment) and wider organisational forms (environmental ministries, advisory bodies).

Innovation may be ‘pushed’ by scientific and technological progress, ‘pulled’ by consumer demand, induced by regulation, and formed in a non-linear way by both internal feedback processes and external impulses. Cognitively coined paradigms, technological ‘trajectories’ as well as ‘lock in’ and ‘path dependence’ shape innovation processes, too (Dosi 1988; Arthur 1997). While failure is recognized as an inevitable element of innovation, there has been ample analysis of success factors. These include firms’ research and development efforts, internal structures, their calculated innovation management, learning in company networks as well as supportive public policies. The latter do not only include research and technology policies. Environmental policies, too, may stimulate inno-

---

⁵ Eco-innovations can be defined as new and modified processes, techniques, practices, and products that reduce or even avoid detrimental environmental impacts (Rennings 2000: 319-332).
vation. Innovating on products, processes, marketing methods or corporate organisation constitutes a possibility to ‘circumvent’ (substitute away from) an environmental policy measure. This holds when the respective R&D costs in the medium run are lower than the compliance costs (in polluting industries), or when the innovation promises a first mover advantage (for environmental technology industries). Innovation as key to productivity growth may thus offset potential negative competitiveness impacts by sustainability policies (see Chapter 3) (Porter/ Van der Linde 1995: 97-118). To what extent specific (e.g. economic) policy instruments more apt to promote innovation is the subject of an ongoing debate (Hemmelskamp et al. 2000; Jänicke 1999).

Summing up, a competitive edge may be gained by benefiting the environment – through innovating on resource efficiency, clean production processes etc.. But while innovation typically adds value, it may also have negative effects, both economically and ecologically: less innovative organisations may be crowded out by more innovative ones; previous practices may be superseded by new ones that are actually more resource intense, toxic, or involve novel risks. In the case of such negative effects, innovation should be flanked by political interventions, e.g. setting maximum limits for CO2 emissions/km for the automotive industry. Occasionally, the need may arise to consider ‘ex-novation’. Ex-novation describes the removal of existing structures or products in favour of other more appropriate structures or products. Finally, even in the case of per se sustainable innovations, negative effects for society or the environment may occur. Such ‘re-bound effects’ include e.g. the creation of positive effects on one sustainability challenge and negative effects on another; generating a growth in consumption of certain resources rather than limiting it; or cementing per se unsustainable consumption patterns (driving a car) by presumably offering a more sustainable alternative (a car with a catelist) (Peach 2005: 324-326).

To better understand the relation of innovation and competitiveness at company level, Schumpeter’s classic distinction of innovation phases (Schumpeter 1934)\(^6\) is illuminating, too:

- **An invention** is a new idea that can be realised as a product or process. The competitiveness implications are limited to the fact that the underlying research and development cause costs.

- **An innovation** is the first introduction of a new product into the economy, allowing productivity gains and hence a competitive advantage to the innovator only.

- **Diffusion** means that the innovation is finally traded on the market. Only now the production gains induced by the innovation can be realised by all of the economy. As long as the innovation has not been copied and the innovator is the only one to offer it on the market (e.g. due to patents), she may use her competitive advantage and gain monopoly profits.

\(^6\) However, this classification should not be read as an empirical phase model of innovation, which is considered nowadays to be less linear and more complex (e.g. Van de Ven et al. 1999); Rip/ Kemp 1998: 327-399).
2.3 Sustainability

As many observers realise, there ‘can be little doubt that sustainability is one of the most frequently used but least understood terms of our time’ (Hart 2005: 57). The multidimensional nature of the term leads to a lack of precision and until today, no broad agreement on contents of sustainability has been reached. This directly hints us to the difficulties that exist in operationalising the term of sustainability into activities and structures. We will outline four – sometimes complementary – approaches to defining sustainability in the following:

As is well known, the term of sustainability originated from forest management and was crucially shaped by the debate on environmental protection and development at the 1992 United Nations Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro. The Brundtland Commission defined sustainable development as being ‘[...] a development that meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs’ (World Commission on Environment and Development 1987). The two elements of intra- and inter-generative justice constitute the core of this sustainability understanding. The European Union’s Strategy for Sustainable Development (European Council 2001: 4–8) adopted at Gothenburg in 2001 as well as the its Renewed Sustainable Development Strategy (2006) draw on the Brundtland concept: ‘Sustainable development means that the needs of the present generation should be met without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs. It is an overarching objective of the European Union set out in the Treaty, governing all the Union’s policies and activities. It is about safeguarding the earth’s capacity to support life in all its diversity and is based on the principles of democracy, gender equality, solidarity, the rule of law and respect for fundamental rights, including freedom and equal opportunities for all. It aims at the continuous improvement of the quality of life and well-being on Earth for present and future generations’ (European Council 2006: 2).

A further well-known concept of sustainability often employed ‘complementarily’ comprises three dimensions (or ‘pillars’): the social, the environmental and the economic (UNCED 1992a). While some authors argue that these three concerns must be given equal consideration, thus implying that the dimensions may be traded-off against each other, others support the view that the environmental dimension needs to be considered as the basis for the other two dimensions, with the environment underpinning both society and the economy (IUCN 2006). This is held because social and economic development depends on a resource base, a liveable environment and resource justice. The EU’s Sustainability Strategy, however, which uses the three pillar approach to put into more concrete terms the Brundtland definition, refrains from such a prioritisation: environmental protection, social equity and cohesion, economic prosperity and the meeting of the Union’s international responsibilities are given equal weight (European Council 2006: 3-4). The environmental integration principle codified in Art. 6 of the Treaty establishing the European Community is one instrument to help mainstream environmental concerns into the other policies. In general, the three pillar approach neglects the call for securing future generations’ ability to meet their own needs, e.g. by stopping to deplete natural resources and exceeding the ‘carrying capacity’ of earth.

In the economic discussion, this flaw is tackled by distinguishing ‘weak’ from ‘strong’ sustainability. The two categories differ in the extent to which types of ‘capital’ – in particular manufactured vis-à-vis natural capital (e.g. natural resources, ecosystem services) and social capital – may be substituted against each other (Daly 1990: 1-6; Dieren 1995; Pearce et al. 1990). In the case of weak sustainability, manmade capital can be replaced by natural capital of the same value. However, eco-
logical economists have pointed out that it is not always easy to value in monetary terms people’s preferences for natural capital such as an intact ozone layer or a swamp ecosystem: besides the economic benefits (or ‘use value’) there may be other values (‘non-use values’) linked to it, such as aesthetical values or potential for future development (Pearce/Turner 1990). In the case of strong sustainability, the existing stock of natural capital may only to some extent be replaced by manmade capital. Since its functions cannot just be performed by manufactured goods and services, ‘critical’ natural capital needs to be maintained. Uncertainty, complexity irreversibility and the unknown scale of environmental effects require precautionary action. Economic systems, it is stressed, are underpinned by ecological systems and not vice versa.

A further approach stresses that sustainability is not a final condition, but a searching process. Complex modern societies are seen to hold the danger that processes in one field create negative impacts in other fields (‘externalities’) with a destructive potential. A typical example is economic activity that creates unintended ‘side effects’ such as the ozone hole or climate change. In addition, ‘[s]ocietal discourse on sustainability has revealed the ambiguity of social goals, uncertainty about cause and effect relations and feedback between steering activities, and the dynamics of social, technological, and ecological development. Sustainability calls for new forms of problem-handling’ (Voss/Kemp 2006: 17). These aim at the integration into action strategies of the above mentioned ‘side effects’, above all through ‘reflexive governance’. Reflexive governance can be described as integrative and participatory processes of analysing the problems at hand, of formulating joint goals and of implementing them. Sustainable development is to a large extent about organising societal learning and adaptive institutions – a conclusion shared by advocates of the strong sustainability notion.
3 How do the concepts relate to each other?

In which way do the concepts of competitiveness, innovation and sustainability relate to each other? This relation has been researched from the 1970s and 1980s onwards, with a preliminary focus on environmental aspects. With increasing competition among firms and states, fuelled by technological change as well as trade and investment liberalisation (‘globalisation’), research efforts peaked in the 1990s, broadening the focus to embrace sustainability that goes beyond environmental aspects. Despite the fierce political debate on the compatibility of sustainability and competitiveness academic activity has slightly thinned out in the recent years. However, this is not because definite answers could be provided. Rather, both the theoretical and empirical literature presents an ambiguous picture. It is clear, however, that literature does not generally confirm the assumption that strict sustainability policies decrease competitiveness.

In the following, we will present a (non-exhaustive) set of standard economic positions on the relation between competitiveness, public sustainability policies and innovation. The overview includes traditional trade theory, strategic trade theory, and the micro-economically founded Porter hypothesis. In our conclusions we will additionally refer to insights from ecological and evolutionary economics to comment on how competitiveness, sustainability and innovation relate to each other in terms of means and ends.

3.1 Traditional trade theory

Traditional (neo-classical) trade theory understands international competitiveness via the comparative advantage of nations: A nation engages in trade and gains a comparative advantage not because it can produce a good or service absolutely cheaper, but because it is relatively more efficient than other nations in producing this good or service (Ricardo 1806). The Heckscher-Ohlin theorem (Ohlin 1933) assumes that especially the relative endowments of production factors such as natural resources, labour and capital determine a nation’s comparative advantage.

Environmental policy is accounted for in this framework in two ways: To the extent it aims to curb pollution, environmental policy can firstly be seen to increase on the input side the relative scarcity of the production factor ‘natural resources’. A country rich in natural resources thus would reduce its competitive advantage for pollution-intense sectors. Environmental regulation can secondly be seen to raise the price on the output side, when pollution is considered a joint output of production.

Trade relations (i.e. net exports) are expected to adjust to the differences in national policy stringencies and in the respective relative prices, and countries are assumed to specialise accordingly. This division of labour in general is assessed to be welfare enhancing. A similar pattern as with regard to trade is posited to emerge with regard to the regulation-related flow of...

---

7 Apart from directly analysing competitiveness effects, it is also common to look – more indirectly – at the overall social costs and benefits of environmental policy. For this purpose, macroeconomic measures such as economic productivity, growth and employment are used. General equilibrium models attempt to account for the interaction between (negatively and positively affected) industries and the accumulation of changes in investment and growth levels. This more indirect macroeconomic evidence will not be analysed here.

8 Hence, a country has a competitive advantage in goods and services for whose production it uses those production factors intensely which it is richly endowed with. In the long run, a country can influence its general set-up and thus its comparative advantages (‘acquired comparative advantage’).
capital and investment. There are different approaches as to how the adjustments take place and how they can be measured:\footnote{See Jaffe et al. 1995.} First, within a nation the net exports of heavily regulated industries with high compliance costs would be systematically lower compared with exports from less regulated industries. With exports less attractive and imports more so, domestic production (and employment) generally would be expected to decline, at least in the short term. Second, the net exports of pollution-intensive goods\footnote{Defined as goods produced by industries that incur the highest levels of pollution abatement and control expenditure, e.g. mining, steel, metals, chemicals, paper etc. (Jaffe et al. 1995: 144).} originating from countries with stringent environmental policies would need to be systematically lower than the exports from countries with lower standards.\footnote{It is assumed that due to the costs induced by environmental policy the export of pollution intense goods will drop and that the rising prices will shift some of the domestic consumption to imports.} It is furthermore expected that rising prices will shift some of the domestic consumption to imports. Third, a high level of regulation incurred production costs in a country would be expected to impact negatively on investment patterns, i.e. on foreign direct investment (FDI) and on plant location.\footnote{It is assumed that due to the costs induced by environmental policy the production of pollution intense goods will be moved to regions with less stringent regulation and some of the domestic consumption will be shifted to imports.}

The relevance of traditional trade theory with regard to the relation between environmental policy and competitiveness is arguable (Nill 1999: 4): Theoretically, the approach is rooted in the neoclassical market model with its contentious assumptions that market participants have complete information and that there are no oligopolies or monopolies. Traditional trade theory ignores economies of scale and incomplete competition that are however prevalent characteristics of many (international) markets. Furthermore, it neglects the influence of exchange rates on the relation between sustainability/environmental policy and competitiveness.\footnote{It is possible, for example, that an environmental policy measure increases the production costs in one sector. In reaction, exports may decline and the exchange rate will adapt. As a consequence of the fall in the exchange rates, other sectors’ exports may rise, although these sectors have not increased their competitiveness in ‘real’ terms. Such effects eschew the models used by traditional trade theory.} It thus fails to account for the respective adjustments that operate when such policies are introduced. Empirically, neither the hypotheses of environmentally induced specialisation / trade flows nor on capital flows have been strongly and consistently supported. Typically, ‘[a]lthough the long-run social costs of environmental regulation may be significant, including adverse effects on productivity, studies attempting to measure the effect of environmental regulation on net exports, overall trade flows, and plant-location decisions have produced estimates that are either small, statistically insignificant, or not robust to tests of model specification’ (Jaffe et al. 1995: 157-158).

### 3.2 New trade theory

Unlike traditional trade theory, new trade theory assumes that competition on international product and factor markets is incomplete due to ‘economies of scale’ (Helpman/Krugman 1989).\footnote{Strategic trade theory also points out that an increasing share of international trade is intra-industry trade between countries with similar factor endowments rather than inter-industry trade between countries based on differences in their factor endowments, as posited by traditional trade theory.} Against this backdrop, countries may strategically design environmental policies in a way as to create competitive advantages for domestic producers (Barrett 1994: 325-38; Feess/Taistra 2001: 18–31; Simpson/Bradford 1996: 282-300; Ulph 1996: 265-281). The level of these taxes, emission or product standards may be kept low; as a result, environmental costs are not fully reflected (‘internalised’) in the prices of goods and services. Furthermore, export or
technology subsidies may be introduced for (environmental) goods. Like governments, companies may act strategically. This means that in their production and investment decisions they systematically consider potential reactions of competitors, with the aim of redirecting rents.

Various theoretical models have been developed on strategic environmental policy in oligopoly markets. The models typically comprise several decision levels, with governments first determining the stringency of environmental policy measures. In a second step, companies react to those by choosing the level of their output ('Cournot' case) or prices ('Bertrand' case), taking into accounting the expected strategies of international competitors. It is argued that when the domestic company takes the lead in adapting its output quantity it can gain a competitive advantage over the foreign followers ('Stackelberg leadership'), redirecting rents to the home market. In specific cases however, e.g. when considering cross-border pollution and changes in environmental quality or when firms compete in prices rather than quantities, a more ambitious environmental policy may enhance profits of the domestic company and ultimately the social welfare (Rauscher 1995; Barrett 1994). Dynamic models account for the possibility of firms to adapt their production technologies and to innovate, either on processes or products. Here, too, specific cases are possible where a tightening of environmental policies increases corporate profits and thus competitiveness.16

It is problematic that conclusions of new trade theory on the relation of environmental policy and competitiveness depend strongly on the assumed nature of competition (e.g. price vs. quantity competition; number of companies in the domestic market; production of goods for exports only or for domestic consumption, too). As small changes in the premises tend to turn around the relation, the conclusions are not robust (Schmid 1997: 37).

3.3 The Porter/van der Linde hypothesis

A third strand of debate is triggered by Porter and van der Linde’s critique of what they describe as the ‘conventional view’ on the costs of environmental regulation (Porter/Van der Linde 1995: 97-118). This conventional view which is taken by traditional and new trade theory as described above is based on a static approach in which technology, products, processes and consumer demands are taken as given. In their ‘revisionist view’, Porter/van der Linde stress that in a dynamic perspective regulation may weed out inefficiencies in the current mode of production, induce innovation offsets and create an international technological forerunner role. As a consequence, environmental policies can actually enhance industry and national competitiveness. Therefore, the tackling or cross-border environmental conflict does not necessarily presuppose international cooperation17 but a national forerunner role can induce strict environmental standards, too. Underlying the Porter hypothesis is a productivity-oriented understanding of competitiveness and a rejection of the neoclassical model of perfect competition.

Firstly, Porter/van der Linde argue that companies operate in an ever changing, dynamic world of imperfect information, organizational inertia and control problems. At the same time, they

---

15 While in some (oligopolistic) markets, companies compete about quantities, in other markets they compete about prices.
16 With regard to process innovations, this scenario is the more likely the more emissions can be reduced through an increase in R&D expenditure. With regard to product innovations it is the more likely the higher the ratio of R&D expenditure compared to production costs in achieving the quality improvements. Cf. Schmid 1997: 52-53.
17 International cooperation is frequently assumed necessary as it prevents national free-riding, i.e. not putting regulatory ‘burdens’ on the own industry and instead benefiting from environmental protection activities by other countries.
tend to think statically. As a consequence of these two effects, profitable opportunities for innovation and for enhancing resource efficiency often go unnoticed. Environmental regulation, however, signals to companies resource inefficiencies and potential improvements, raises corporate awareness towards cost cut potentials, and reduces uncertainty that environmental investment will be valuable. Hence, environmental policies may stimulate companies to employ more energy- and resource-efficient technologies, reduce waste, and enhance their risk management – thus increasing the efficiency of their production and reducing costs. This argument is based on the assumption that companies frequently do not fully realise efficiency potentials and hence squander (private) goods.\textsuperscript{18} Although this contradicts the core posit of neoclassical theory, which holds that firms maximise their utility and are weeded out if they fail to be efficient, findings from innovation literature and evolutionary economics, behavioural economics or organisational analysis tend to support the point that empirical actors often take sub-optimal choices, thus making inefficient solutions a regular occurrence in the markets. A further potential efficiency effect not specifically addressed by Porter/van der Linde may occur in sectors other than the one addressed: once the environmental quality of a good is enhanced through regulatory provisions, the costs that emerge in other sectors which use this good as an input factor will decrease, or the good's productivity will increase respectively. For example, the costs for water treatment sink for all sectors when specific dirty industries are required to reduce their effluents.

Porter/van der Linde further argue that innovations may increase productivity and/or resource efficiency, creating costs savings in the production along with the reduction of pollution (process offsets), or may induce the development of new products (product offsets) for which premium prices can be achieved. When these indirect effects of regulation exceed the costs of compliance they lead to absolute advantages over firms in foreign countries which are not subject to analogous regulation (‘free lunch’ hypothesis). When the indirect effects do not exceed but at least partly compensate the compliance costs, the companies in question will lose competitiveness. However, this holds only until other countries introduce the respective policy, and to the extent that consumers are willing to pay the environmental premium. Porter/van der Linde also stress that addressing environmental improvement without innovation in production practices, e.g. merely through installing end of pipe technologies, clean-up or remediation measures will not benefit competitiveness.

According to Porter/van der Linde, the innovations resulting from demanding environmental policies can also create first/early mover advantages on international markets. A domestic sector may emerge with companies specialised in innovative technologies. When other countries start introducing similar environmental requirements, these first movers have already built up a dominating position by means of learning curve effects or patenting of the technology. An important precondition for the first mover assumption is the possibility to exclude other (including foreign) producers from accessing the technology e.g. through intellectual property rights. Advantages for the national economy can either emerge in the polluting industry itself through technology-induced cost cuts or in the emerging/strengthened environmental technology industry, when its first mover advantage overcompensates for the polluting industry’s competitive disadvantage (Taistra 2000: 34). Other authors have pointed out a positive feedback process: once

\textsuperscript{18} While neoclassical theory concedes that in the case of (quasi-) public goods inefficiencies are to be expected (due to freeriding), this usually is not assumed for private goods.
the new technology is internationally available and reduces pollution reduction costs, this may stimulate a tightening of environmental policy in other countries. As the abroad market for the technology grows domestic suppliers may temporarily achieve monopoly rents. Timing is relevant in triggering first mover advantages, since too early regulatory attempts might lead industry to innovate in the wrong direction, possibly through creation of lock-ins.

The Porter hypothesis is criticised on several accounts, often from within a neoclassical market model. It is argued that innovation offsets are likely to be rare or small as profitable companies will not systematically miss innovation opportunities; and that innovation induced by environmental regulation may crowd out other potentially more productive investments. Students of new trade theory observe critically that Porter/van der Linde do not account for differing market structures or incomplete competition. In empirical terms, a number of case studies back up at least individual components of the Porter hypothesis. The OECD confirms that innovation effects, first mover advantages and spillover benefits may (over-) compensate for negative competitiveness effects of environmental regulation. They point out that in addition environmental protection costs may be too low to influence competitiveness and that environmental standards are ultimately (at least in the OECD) relatively comparable (OECD 2001: 71-85).

3.4 A note on methodological challenges

Figuring out the concrete interconnections between competitiveness, innovation and sustainability is fraught with methodological difficulties. As Jaffe et al. (1995: 135) point out for the relation between environmental policies and competitiveness impacts, the poor comparability of existing analyses makes it difficult to obtain a clear picture. Studies use different theoretical and methodological approaches, different model specifications as well as varying indicators for ‘competitiveness’ and ‘environmental policy stringency’. Last, not least, the data basis for environmental spending and compliance expenditure is small, even in OECD countries. Problematically, many studies into competitiveness impacts caused by environmental policies look at the cost side only and disregard the benefits of regulation – i.e. the cost savings that accrue for industry when air, water or other environmental input factors are cleaner; the reduction of health costs for the whole of society, including employers; the reduction of labour costs that may result from environmental policies, when e.g. eco taxes are recycled to cut employers’ contribution to the welfare system. Such long-term benefits can far outweigh short-term costs.

---

19 A good summary of this can be found in the paper of the Network of Heads of European Environment Protection Agencies (2005): The Contribution of Good Environmental Regulation to Competitiveness.

20 Such different specifications include e.g. the assumed market structure; the extent to which the products or production factors affected by an environmental policy are internationally traded; the relative weight of the polluting industries in the economy and share of their exports; short- and long-run demand and supply elasticities; existence of economic rents and above-normal profit rates; the type of environmental conflict; type and design of environmental policy; the ability to substitute away from an environmental policy; existence of relieving mechanisms such as import protections or other border tax adjustments; extent of pre-existing pollution costs that are reduced by environmental policies; the potential for positive competitiveness impacts on non-target industries; the extent of innovation offsets and spillover benefits.
4 Conclusions

On the basis of the above findings and with additional insights from ecological economics and evolutionary innovation theory, we will attempt to sum up the relationship between competitiveness, innovation and sustainability.

Let us first briefly comment on the relation among the different ends inherent in most concepts of sustainability. In principal, with the concept of sustainable development, the notion is abandoned of environment as simply an additional constraint of an ecological sort on economic growth, as was the norm in the 1970s with the concept of zero growth. Ecological economists have instead pointed out that economic systems are underpinned by ecological systems rather than the other way round. Sustainable development aims at reconciling the fulfilment of the needs of future and present generations, and at reconciling the pursuit of goals traditionally associated with economic growth, ecological protection and equity/social welfare. However, as mentioned in Chapter 2.3, the ‘three pillar’ approach as well as the concept of weak sustainability allow trade-offs which may ultimately result in an erosion of earth’s carrying capacity to sustain future generations. The concept of strong sustainability is geared to prevent this.

We will now scrutinize the relation between ends and means when it comes to competitiveness, innovation and sustainability. To do so, we will use a sustainability concept rooted both in the notion of strong sustainability and in the societal learning approach, and we will relate to competitiveness at firm or industry level. With its normative call to maintain critical natural capital – as a basis for reconciling the needs of today’s and of tomorrow’s generations –, sustainability can be regarded as an end in itself. At the same time, the ‘societal learning’ approach to sustainable development underscores that sustainability constitutes above all a procedural end: it is not a state that can be achieved once and for all, but rather a searching process for a precarious balance between social goals that continually needs to be adjusted without surpassing the earth’s carrying capacity. Biophysical systems have their own internal dynamics which react to exploiting economic activity and which trigger feedbacks on economic and social relationships, so that socio-economic systems and their biophysical constraints ultimately ‘co-evolve’.

Competitiveness and innovation are no ends in themselves. Both are being sought for in order to achieve other goals. The question arises whether and to what extent they are means to promote the search for a sustainable path into the future.

While a traditional understanding of competitiveness does not immanently relate to sustainability, there is a growing body of literature on ‘sustainable’ or ‘responsible competitiveness’ that attempts to forge this link by emphasising the long-term perspective of market behaviour (Swift/Zadek 2002). In this sense, competitiveness can be defined as the long-term capacity of firms to successfully maintain market relations. This capacity requires a durable balance of profits, innovation, market stability, community or stakeholder relations, and respect for the environment. Integrating social and environmental concerns into business is a possible source of competitive advantage for companies, industries and – arguably – nations: it helps sustaining the resources and hence the very basis of business; among competing firms, it is a means of differentiation and allows taking premium prices; it ideally furthers employee motivation, organisational learning and the ability to innovate. However, the following aspects call for consideration: While increased competitiveness of firms and industries, signalling enhanced productivity, may create growth and jobs both locally and abroad thus building manufactured and social capi-
tal, it can at the same time put pressure on critical natural capital and ecosystem functions. This holds in particular when ‘qualitative growth’\(^\text{21}\) is not attained. In general, the strong sustainability concept does not require a stationary economy (‘steady state’). Changes in resource allocation over time are acceptable if they do not significantly affect the overall ecosystem parameters and if the stability (resilience) of the system of its crucial components is not jeopardised (Turner 1992: 14-15). Economic growth can be ‘decoupled’ from ecological impacts through restoring damages and through technological change. The latter comprises innovation as well as diffusion of existing clean or environmentally sound technologies. The Porter hypothesis as elaborated above holds that stringent ecological policies through innovation may provoke increases in competitiveness and at the same time contribute to the protection of the environment. In this sense, innovation may be a means to promote both competitiveness and sustainability.

However, this is not an automatic relation. In the case of regulation-induced innovation, for example, several scenarios are conceivable in which innovation does not suffice to improve a company’s or sector’s competitiveness. This is the case in polluting industries when the costs of innovating exceed the medium- and long-term costs of complying with the regulation at issue. In environmental technology industries the incentive to innovate may sink with the number of competitors that invest in R&D, as the probability decreases to win the ‘patent race’. When we give up the assumption of perfectly functioning markets there are lock-in effects, path dependencies and technological trajectories that can prevent an invention from turning into a marketed innovation. Furthermore, too early regulation may cause an industry to innovate in the wrong direction, forfeiting a first mover advantage.

Likewise, innovation does not automatically promote sustainability. For example, innovations may promote the substitution of workforce by a more efficient technology, thus straining equity. In ecological terms, there is e.g. widespread concern that the innovation of genetically modified organisms (GMO) will harm the stability of ecosystems and cause irreversible impacts. Another instance is Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs): initially considered a major technological advance, they are now regarded as a driver of stratospheric ozone depletion and cause of damages to human health and the environment. Less obvious is that even ‘green’ innovations, which increase material or energy efficiency, contribute to an absolute demand for resources that may ultimately eat up the relative efficiency gains (rebound effect). Innovations furthermore may cause so called alibi-effects. For example, introduction of the catalytic converter rendered the substitution of automotive mobility less urgent. And when ‘green’ or ‘sustainable’ innovations do not replace unsustainable products, processes and systems (through ‘ex-novation’), but merely co-exist with them structural change is delayed and pollution continues. While to improve sustainability, radical innovations are particularly important, such transitions from one technological trajectory to a more sustainable one are often impeded by path dependencies.

To sum up, the relation between competitiveness, innovation and sustainability is complex, uncertain and not necessarily harmonious. Within this context, the role of public policies is decisive: At a general level, a reflexive governance framework may help to account for uncertainty and complexity in the interrelations of innovation, competition and policy processes. It does so

\(^{21}\)By qualitative growth we mean an increase in the quality of goods and services that avoids depleting or degrading the quality of natural resources to unsustainable levels for current and future generations, and a recognition of non-commodity satisfactions such as leisure, economic security etc. Indices like the Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW), the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI) and the Human Development Index (HDI) try to capture aspects of qualitative growth.
e.g. by promoting integrative and participatory knowledge production, goal formulation and strategy development; and by furthering adaptive strategies and the anticipation of long-term systemic effects of action strategies (Voss/Kemp 2006). A regulatory framework is necessary to promote sustainable innovation, as the technological push and market pull frequently do not suffice to stimulate clean technologies. This is due to the problem of ‘double externality’: While positive spillovers of R&D activities typically accrue for all kinds of innovations, ecological innovations create positive spillovers also in the diffusion phase (due to a smaller amount of external costs compared to competing goods and services on the market). As a consequence, the incentive is reduced for firms to invest in environmental innovations (Rennings 2000: 319-332). Policies that internalise environmental externalities (i.e. ‘get the prices right’) are apt to steer investment, innovation and consumption decisions into a more sustainable direction, and may at the same time promote competitiveness. Beyond such ‘market correcting’ approaches, a broad range of instruments is necessary that stimulate (system-) innovations. This includes among others ambitious emission reduction targets, dynamic technology standards (e.g. the top runner model), stimulation of company learning in networks and the strategic development of niche markets where ‘disruptive’ environmental technologies can develop. Such a systematic integration of innovation policy and environmental/sustainability policy is recommended in order to promote a genuine transition to more sustainable systems of production and consumption (Foxon 2006; Jacob et al. 2005: 24).
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